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The Estonian capital Tallinn has been selected by the jury of the European Arboricultural 
Council (EAC) as this year's City of Trees. Rosemarie Heilig, Councillor for Environment, 
represented Frankfurt am Main, last year’s winning city, and handed over the certificate to 
Tallinn’s Deputy Mayor Arvo Sarapuu. Tree experts from across Europe were impressed by 
Tallinn’s special commitment to the preservation and maintenance of the inner urban tree 
population.

A specifically enacted regulation procedure already protects young trees. Thus, not only tree 
felling but also all other arboricultural measures are subject to approval. Whether a permit 
has been granted for a cutback measure, for example, is publicly available on the internet. 
Felled trees must immediately be replaced on the same site; if this is impossible, there are 
public areas in Tallinn's city centre designated for the replacement of trees.

Tallinn‘s Mayor Arvo Sarapuu is certain that the citizens are proud of the award, too: “It is 
a well–known fact that we live in a green city, yet we are very honoured to be recognized 
by a European commission of experts. We are convinced that we are heading in the right 
direction to become the European Green Capital in 2018.”

On the basis that trees traditionally occupy a special place in Tallinn, the EAC decided to 
give the ECOT Award to the city. More than 50 parks are located within the city boundaries 
of the Estonian capital, many of which are interconnected through green corridors. Along 
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Tallinn – European City of the Trees 2015

Green City on the Baltic Sea

EAC members and representatives of the City of Tallinn gathered around Tallinn’s oldest tree, 
the Kelch Linden, planted in 1680.
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with the ECOT prize Tallinn takes a look to the future: it goes without saying that the state 
of the art requires continuous improvement, just like the training and further education of 
arborists.

City of Linden Trees
Evidence is given by the cityscape that the linden feels particularly at home in Tallinn. 
Not only in parks but also as street trees, lindens are omnipresent, so it is certainly no 
coincidence that – of all old trees – the oldest one is a linden. The Kelch Linden, a common 
linden (Tilia x vulgaris), was planted in 1680 by the former pastor of the nearby St Nicholas 
Church, Christian Kelch. "The history of tree care is reflected by this tree alone," says 
Kristiina Kupper, landscape architect in Tallinn. "In the past, the cavities were just filled 
with seals; today the crown is specifically and carefully maintained, just as an old valuable 
tree has to be taken care of." On the occasion of the public award ceremony on 19th June, 
a new fenced–in protection zone surrounding the Kelch Linden was opened, with a plaque 
explaining the history and botany of this tree.

From Frankfurt to Tallinn
Rosemarie Heilig, Councillor for Environment in Frankfurt am Main, gave the prize to 
Arvo Sarapuu. The representative of last year’s winner travelled especially to the award 
ceremony in the Estonian capital. “I can hardly imagine a more beautiful title for a city”, 
says councillor Rosemarie Heilig. “This prestigious accolade was not only for Frankfurt’s 
city administration but also to all the citizens, environmental associations and initiatives 
that have committed themselves for years to the protection of trees in Frankfurt. I am very 
happy to personally deliver the award to Tallinn.” Thus Tallinn and Frankfurt form a part of a 
considerable green network in Europe.

ECOT Award
Since 2007, the European City of Trees prize – exclusively sponsored by Patzer Verlag, Berlin, 
since last year – has been awarded annually. The past recipients are 2007: Valencia, 2008: 
Turin, 2009: Malmö, 2010: Prague, 2011: Turku, 2012: Amsterdam, 2013: Krakow, 2014: 
Frankfurt, and 2015: Tallinn.

The European Arboricultural Council (EAC) is a forum in which delegates from 
various arboriculture organizations throughout Europe join forces with the objective 
of ensuring successful tree care by means of high quality standards, research and 
training. With the European City of Trees Award, the EAC honours the exemplary 
commitment to inner urban trees as well as the high level of involvement by 
politicians, administration and citizens for trees and green in the city. Due to urban 
changes in the next decades, climate change and demographic change, trees will 
play an ever more important role in sustainable city development. Vital and healthy 
trees are a necessity for the future of a city worth living in.

Commitment to vital trees in 
cities, parks and gardens

Rosemarie Heilig, Councillor for the Environ-
ment in Frankfurt am Main, handed the ECOT 
certificate to Tallinn’s Mayor, Arvo Sarapuu.

An information plaque was unveiled during 
the ECOT Award ceremony in front of Tallinn’s 
oldest tree, the Kelch Linden (Tilia x vulgaris), 
planted in 1680 by Christian Kelch, then pas-
tor of the nearby St Nicolas Church. 

Numerous representatives from the media, 
the city of Tallinn and the EAC took part in 
the award ceremony, as reported on natio-
nal TV that evening. 
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At this year's EAC AGM, almost 50 arborists from 15 European 
countries met in Tallinn from 19th to 21st June. It was hosted by 
the Estonian association Eesti Arboristide Ühing MTÜ that had 
organized an extensive program. Apart from the award ceremony of 
the European City of Trees (see separate article), a further education 
programme with four speakers was on the agenda on the first day.

Peter Wharton, a tree and marketing expert from Great Britain, 
reviewed the use of social networks and their benefits for an 
association. It is not a question of whether Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn or Instagram are being used, but only since when and how, 
he concluded. The use of social media to exchange information and 
to network is essential.

Märt Holtsmann, head of Tallinn’s environmental department, gave 
a presentation on the importance of trees for the protection of 
nature and the environment in the Estonian capital. He emphasised 
how necessary it was to correct the mistakes from previous years as 
much as possible and apply the European state of the art standards 
in planting and maintaining young trees.

Jaroslav Kolařik, tree specialist from the Czech Republic, spoke 
about methods to safeguard the security of trees and their benefits 
for the public sector. 

New member associations were accepted from Bulgaria, Greece, Poland and Russia

Annual General Meeting 2015 of European Arborists 
in Tallinn

Estonian biologist Tönu Ploompuu showed numerous pictures of 
the effects of chlorides (road salt, sea salt) on street trees, thus 
explaining the problem in Estonia.

The second day of the meeting was dedicated to internal 
association activities. EAC President Jochum Bax particularly 
thanked Jan Goevert for the selection and organization of the 
ECOT Award. Coverage by the media made it clear how important 
this award is for both the winner and the EAC. Thanks were also 
given to Estonian colleagues Mare Maran and Anu–Kristin Tara for 
locating a worthy setting for the award ceremony.

After several years of discussion, the EAC members agreed to the 
business management plan now available. It describes the EAC’s 
future more accurately, defines objectives and guarantees a long–
term growth of the council.

New Members and Working Group Activities
The AGM accepted as new members two associations from Bulgaria, 
a tree care association from Greece and a second association from 
Poland and Russia respectively. Thus, the EAC now represents 23 
European countries.

Arborists from 15 European countries met in Tallinn to exchange know-how and experiences.
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Jan Goevert, chairman of the ECOT Working 
Group, and Tallinn's Deputy Mayor Arvo Sara-
puu unveil the info plaque in front of the Kelch 
Linden; the tree is now protected from densifi-
cation and soil pollution by a new fence.

Peter Wharton, Great Britain: There is 
no doubt that an innovative association 
must use social networks!

Much space was taken up by the reports of the various working 
groups. The Homepage Working Group presented the first drafts of 
the completely revised EAC internet presence adapted to the latest 
technology which will go online in this autumn. The design, the new 
navigation structure and the content found broad support, as well 
as the decision to distribute information only in one language in 
future: English.

The Certification and Quality Management Working Group 
summarized its activities and the numerous certifications for 
European Tree Worker and European Tree Technician of the past 
year, highlighted the modules of quality control, the checklists 
and the warning system, thus documenting the high quality 
standards the EAC has set for certifications and control mechanisms 
associated therewith.

The central database with more than 300 multiple–choice questions 
for the European Tree Worker exam, adapted to the needs of various 
member countries, will be developed further.

The PR and Marketing Working Group reported on the development 
of the ECOT price; it will also deal with first thoughts and ideas 
about the EAC using social networking. 

An excursion to the Keila–Joa Park with very old trees (100–year–
old oaks, elms, lindens, etc) and a cosy evening at a Baltic beach 
rounded off the programme.

Keila–Joa Park has a wonderful waterfall and old 
trees.

Jaroslav Kolařík, Czech Republic, reported on 
risks for trees and how they can be influenced.
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It takes a lot of work to maintain and improve our ETW and ETT 
examinations. Much has been done by the CQM and the Question 
Bank working groups, a large part of which is invisible from the 
outside but absolutely necessary. 

For this, we thank everybody who has been involved and has 
undertaken some of this huge amount of work. We continue to need 
all your support. 

I would just like to stress that all our activities are accessible to all 
European arborists, and we hope to be able to involve many people 
in order to fulfil our goals. Together we are stronger!

I hope to see you all soon in this coming year!
 

Jochum Bax
EAC President

Dear Friends,

The number of ETWs and ETTs is growing steadily in Europe. This 
means there is growing consciousness about the way we treat 
our trees. It augments the knowledge and the awareness of the 
importance of trees in our streets, parks and gardens. We know 
already about the impact of trees on our lives: they have a huge 
positive influence on our health and wellbeing. It is also already 
proven that every euro invested in our environment has enormous 
benefits for our society, also economically. Of course, most benefits 
are more long term. We just need to convince people and show how 
much professionalism, art, management and love is necessary to 
maintain our trees. 

As worldwide consciousness grows, we need to revise our 
relationship with nature, of which we are part of and on which we 
are totally dependent. The large–scale effects of global warming are 
ever clearer; trees and the way we treat them are a powerful symbol 
of this. It is really important to position our relationship with trees 
as one of the keys to saving our planet.

It has been a very busy year; things happen fast and change all the 
time, but changing and learning is the only way to keep up with 
everything. The EAC is trying to keep up with all necessary changes, 
so let me just resume our main activities.

The preparation of a business plan has been finished. It contains 
a guide, a description of our goals and the way to reach them. It 
enables us to have a clearer view of what we are doing.
It is meant to be a referential and dynamic document that can be 
adjusted and improved. In my opinion, this is a big step forward.

One of the outcomes of this plan is to develop better 
communication with everybody; our members, European arborists 
and the rest of the world. The first step is already taken: a new 
homepage presented at this AGM that will be online by the end of 
the year. There are further ideas about newsletters, arboriculture 
exchanges, Facebook, etc which we also hope to develop this year.

This year's ECOT is Tallinn, elected with the help of our Estonian 
friends, who also helped us to organize the EAC AGM. Tallinn is 
another excellent presence in the impressive list of ECOTs, a green 
city with a 400 year–old lime tree. 

We have two new members: Greece and Bulgaria. Poland and 
Russia will be represented by alternative organizations. All of them 
receive our warm welcome.

Report from the EAC President
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The Workshop was organized by The Environmental Partnership Association (EPA) and took 
place in the EU Parliament building in Brussels, on April 23rd. It was hosted by the Czech 
parliamentarian Pavel Poc, Vice–Chair of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health 
and Food Safety. The workshop was attended by some 20 participants from 10 countries, 
representing different fields of environmental protection, nature conservation and tree care. 
The Environmental Partnership Association is one of the largest European organizations in 
the field of sustainable development. The consortium of six foundations from Bulgaria, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia boasts 23 years of experience. The 
headquarters of EPA is located in Brno (CZ) and the office in Brussels (BE).

Jaroslav Kolařik spoke about advanced and significant works of tree care in the Czech 
Republic. Three professional titles are currently available in different tree–care certifications: 
International Society of Arboriculture (ISA), European Arboricultural Council (EAC) and Czech 
Certified Arborist, the national certification program. The general approach to tree care in 
the Czech Republic was summarised. The general understanding of the role and effectiveness 
of tree care is growing, due to the provision of a link to legislation, an overview of related 
norms and standards, descriptions of techniques (detailed work stages), a description of 
technologies (coherent work operation), quality of material and terminology. The emphasis 
is placed on drawing more attention to the site around the tree and improving habitat 
conditions. The coherent program of tree care in the Czech Republic is generally very similar 
to the principles and guidelines of all EAC member countries.

Luke Fay presented a program on handling and protecting veteran trees. The severity of this 
issue in the UK, and the direct participation of the author in this work, made the presentation 
instructive. Fay emphasized the different habitats provided by the ancient trees for different 
organisms, especially endangered species. This was of particular interest to the audience, since the 
participants were mostly people with environmental interests. Meanwhile, veteran trees have been 
in the focus of many countries, which also concerns environmentalists and tree workers.

Clément Van Daele and Jérémy Leidgens discussed the ecological importance of trees in 
the city. Their lecture was divided into three parts: urban nuisance hindering the growth of 
trees in the city, preventing tree damages before, during and after construction, and the 
environmental benefits of trees in cities.

Tree care as an environmental activity falls within the EPA scope of interest and activities, 
as was confirmed by the discussions during the workshop. It seems that the cooperation 
between the EAC and EPA with the propagation of the idea of tree care throughout Europe 
could be very fruitful. Particular emphasis should be given to developing a common green 
lobby in the European Union. 

Marek Siewniak

Moderation by Michal Veselý, Managing 
Director, Environmental Partnership 
Association

14:30–15:00 
Tree perception and arboricultural 
standards in the Czech Republic as a 
tool to increase quality of tree care: 
Jaroslav Kolařik, Founder of Safe Trees

15:00–15:30 
Management of ancient trees for 
longevity: importance, strategies and 
the impact of good management: Luke 
Fay, Senior Arboricultural Consultant 
and Managing Director at Treework 
Environmental Practice 

15:30–16:00 
Trees and urban development; the 
environmental benefits of trees in cities: 
Clément Van Daele, ApiTrees, and 
Jérémy Leidgens, Tree Hugger arborist 
services

16:00–16:45 
Questions & Answers

16:45–17:00 
Closing remarks

   Arboriculture Standards in Europe:
      Workshop

Expert Workshop in the European Parliament 

Arboriculture Standards in Europe
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by Marek Siewniak, Wojciech Bobek, Cracow University of Technology, Kinga Nowak–Dyjeta, Kórnik Arboretum

Static Correlations between Beech (Fagus sylvatica) 
and Ivy (Hedera helix)

There is an approximately 140–year old beech in front of the neo–
gothic Kórnik Castle near Poznań in Poland. Despite support, the 
gradually spreading boughs have broken. Over the years, the beech 
has had ever more trouble with vitality and statics. A layer of ivy 
used to cover the trunk, which definitely underlined the elderly 
appearance of the compositionally important tree. 

Twice, in April and September 2013, the tree statics were examined 
by the pulling test (SIM – Elasto⁄Inclino). Besides ivy, at least 30 
fruiting bodies of bracket tinder (Fomes fomentarius) were found on 
the trunk, and flare fruiting bodies of brittle cinder (Kretzschmaria 
deusta) in the roots. It was necessary to check and measure whether 
the fungal bodies and ivy had influenced the tree statics and to 
assess the tree risk level. 

Beech: decreasing vitality, broken boughs Beech in 2013: whole trunk covered by 
ivy, small living crown

April 2013: fungal bodies at the trunk of tinder bracket 
(Fomes fomentarius) and brittle cinder (Kretzschmaria deusta)

K Borkowski. M. Siewniak M. Siewniak M. Siewmiak
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Fig. 1. Height of puling test measurement points 1–6 [W Bobek after Siewniak and Wessolly]

Fig. 2. Breaking strength and tree stability before ivy removal, April 2013 [after Wessolly]
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All reported symptoms – apart from dieback – (e.g. fruiting bodies 
of fungi and buckling trunk) indicated problems with the strength 
of the trunk. It was important to find the most representative 
point on the stem to measure breaking strength. During the visual 
assessment 6 points were chosen [fig.1]. 
  
Surprisingly high values of Sb – especially those above Sg = 1912% 
– are the result of a combination of the small residual crown and 
the highest values of trunk diameter (219 and 213 cm). The high 
values of Sb – at the bottom of the trunk – heavily infested by 
tinder bracket (Fomes fomentarius) and brittle cinder (Kretzschmaria 
deusta) indicated the need for repeated static measurements 
without ivy. 

Fig. 3: breaking strength and tree stability before ivy removal, six slices cut from the trunk, show a relation between wood condition and 
the level of breaking strength of each measured point in September 2013 [after Wessolly]

Ivy removal in September 2013

M. Siewniak
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September: the first measurement was taken with ivy to show 
changes over the last six months. 
 
Next, the ivy was removed from the bottom of the trunk in two 
stages; from the pulling side, then from the other side.
Measurements were made in the same manner on measuring point 
1 at a height of 0.45 m before and after removing the ivy. The 

Fig. 4. Breaking strength and tree stability of ivy branch and trunk after ivy removal in September 2013 [after Wessolly]

Table 1. Comparison of measurements – pulling tests in 2013. Symbols in the table represent different values: Sg – basic safety, Sk – 
stability level, Sb – actual breaking strength (safety). All values are expressed in percent [%]

current values of breaking strength of the trunk without ivy proved 
much lower.
 
All measurements were compared in Table 1 to show changes over 
time and to examine the role of the ivy in supporting the stem.
When comparing the values from the September measurement, it is 
clearly visible that the breaking strength is different, depending on 
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whether there is ivy on the trunk. As shown in Fig. 4, the value of 
breaking strength of an ivy branch (an elastometer stuck in the ivy 
stems with a diameter of approximately 4 cm) before removal from 
the trunk on the tension side (456%) is very close to the value of 

the trunk with ivy at this point (460%), while the trunk without ivy 
has only half of this value (229%). The influence of ivy on a trunk’s 
breaking strength is visible. Removing the ivy had little impact on 
the value of the current tree stability in ground.

Table 2: the thickness of the residual wall measured in 32 points on 6 slices, which were cut in all heights measured during the pulling test 
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Table 2 shows the residual wall thickness measured in 32 points 
around the stem. Colours were used to identify different values: 

• Red numbers show places with no residual wall. 

• Black numbers show the wall thickness under a medium residual 
wall. 

• Blue numbers show the thickness of the residual wall over 1.5 
times larger than average.

• Magenta numbers show places where the wall was 2 times larger 
than average. 

 
The figure 5 shows differences between the percentage of decay 
at 6 slices and the correlation between the required residual wall 
(green line) and the measured residual wall (red line). The weakness 
of the trunk strongly corresponds with the percentage of decay, 
which is over 80% on each height. It also shows the virulence of 
fungi that are the cause of low–breaking strength.   

Fig. 5: the correlation between the required residual wall (green line) and the measured residual wall (red line) at the heights of: slice  
1 – 45 cm, slice 2 – 210 cm, slice 3 – 350 cm, slice 4 – 455 cm, slice 5 – 545 cm, slice 6 – 640 cm. The decay at each slice is over 80%. 

Kornik Arboretum
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Applications

1.  The heavily infested beech trunk by tinder bracket (Fomes 
fomentarius) and brittle cinder (Kretzschmaria deusta) strongly 
reduces the breaking strength of the trunk. The values of the 
current breaking strength of the trunk are quite high. The value 
of Sg in September (2049% or 2298%) increased in relation 
to Sg in April (1912%). These are the effects of a progressive, 
rapidly dying and reduction of the crown.

2.  Within one growing season, the breaking strength of the beech 
trunk decreased dramatically. For example at point No. 1 from 
852% to 460%, No. 2 from 2010% to 485%, No 3. from 
2500% to 497%, No. 4 from 1463% to 308%, No 5., and No 
6. from 236% to 131%. It shows that aggressive fungal decay 
was very fast and intensive, at times with the virulence of fungi 
growing rapidly. 

3.  The thick layer of ivy can hide infestation by fungi and defects. 
There is a risk of overlooking dangerous symptoms of the trunk, 
i.e. buckling, fungal bodies. 

Kornik Castle

4.  White decay caused by Fomes fomentarius occurs in the trunk and 
in the thick, wide spreading boughs. The boughs break down first. 

5.  A visible reduction in the vitality of the beech, i.e. gradual 
disappearance of the crown starting from the bottom as a result 
of the breaking down of lower boughs, is a significant symptom of 
the reduced breaking strength of trunk and boughs.

6.  The thick stems of ivy growing on the beech – adnate to the tree 
bark by thousands of detention roots – perceptibly increase the 
breaking strength of the trunk.

 • Sb = 460% with ivy;
 • Sb = 297% when the ivy is removed from the pulling side;
 • Sb = 229% when the ivy is removed from both pulling and  

 other side.

7. The breaking strength Sb – measured in the ivy stems with a 
diameter of approximately 4 cm before removal from the trunk – 
was similar to that measured on the beech trunk. This means that 
the ivy stems are permanently fused with the beech trunk.
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Since 2015, NPSA Zdorovy Les has been an EAC representative in 
Russia. Non–commercial partnership Strategic Alliance Zdorovy Les 
is a non–commercial public organization established in 2005. Its 
goal is the formation of a civilized attitude towards trees through 
the dissemination of knowledge about modern technologies of 
trees, state monitoring and tree care. NPSA Group members are 
entities and individuals in the field of tree diagnostics and care. 

The partnership’s main activities are research, education and social 
activities (http:⁄⁄npzles.ru⁄). Zdorovy Les’s objectives are close to the 
goals set by the EAC. At present, their achievement is extremely 
important for Russia, where the tree care market is still fairly new 
and there have been no industry standards until now. This area is 
currently flooded with low–quality companies and professionals 
whose activities threaten the reputation of the industry as a whole 
and create obstacles at work for professionals with special training 
and sufficient knowledge. Education and training are therefore 
essential, and in this work Zdorovy Les is the flagship of the Russian 
Federation. 

Since 2007 the NPSA Group has sponsored the publishing of the 
magazine Zhivoy Les (Living Forest) (http:⁄⁄givoyles.ru⁄), which has 
until now been the only publication entirely devoted to tree care. 
The magazine is an effective tool to promote ideas of modern 
approach to tree care. Over the years, the magazine has obtained a 

constant audience of readers conscious of industry innovation, both 
nature lovers and professionals. 
 
The NPSA Group has developed and is currently funding a national 
project called “Trees as Natural Heritage Monuments” (www.
rosdrevo.ru), managed and supervised by the Federation Council of 
the Russian Federation, the upper house of the Russian Parliament. 
There are many unique trees in Russia that, due to their age, can 
be considered as natural monuments; as they become famous, they 
obtain the necessary care to prolong their life. This project is the first 
attempt in Russia to systematize information on old trees and to draw 
public and media attention to them, as well as that of local regional 
administrations. The NPSA Group's functions in this project are the 
coordination of its operation, funding and tree monuments research. 

Research and education of the expert analytical centre of woody 
plants studies (http:⁄⁄treeexpert.ru⁄) was established in cooperation 
with Moscow State Forest University; for trees and wood studies, 
advanced equipment by leading manufacturers was purchased with 
funds from the Partnership. The centre is the base for internships 
and training for students, young scientists and specialists, providing 
them with the opportunity to work with devices considered to be 
the gold standard in the industry. 

In 2007 NPSA Zdorovy Les established a new specialization: "Tree 
Care Technology in an Urban Environment" at Moscow State Forest 
University. 

In 2014 the NPSA Group and the Moscow Tree Care School began 
a new project. Its activities are aimed at a wide audience, from 
children to professionals. Lectures and excursions are organized for 

A new member of the EAC: 

NPSA Zdorovy Les (Healthy Forest)

Arboricultural lobby work in Russia by Zdorovy Les
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children to learn about the life of a tree, how to recognize problems, 
and which equipment is used to diagnose tree problems. In the 
autumn of 2014, the Partnership launched a new educational 
project, in which the regions of the Russian Federation conducted 
workshops on monitoring and caring for trees. Urban services 
employees responsible for tree conditions, experts from commercial 
companies, and students who simply want to gain knowledge 
on tree care are invited to attend these activities as spectators. 
Participation in these workshops is free. 
 
Zdorovy Les also operates seminars and courses for professionals. 
Since 2014, the Partnership has organized and conducted the 
certification of specialists in accordance with EAC standards, 
the European Tree Worker. The first certification took place in 
October. With the support and direct participation of German 
partners – Nuernberger Schule and, above all, Bodo Siegert –  and 
Zdorovy Les’s training, the exams were organized. Certification was 
supported by the Council on the Conservation of Natural Heritage 
of Nation in the Council of Federation of the Federal Assembly of 
the Russian Federation and Moscow State Forest University.

For two weeks, the office of Zdorovy Les became a type of club 
where professionals spent most of the day, obtaining unique 
knowledge as well as discussing professional issues in a friendly 
atmosphere, suggesting subjects for further discussions with 
colleagues and sharing best practices.

During the examination, the candidates had to demonstrate 
theoretical knowledge by answering test questions and oral 
questions; they had to demonstrate their knowledge of wood 
species, including the Latin names, by identifying them via the 
herbarium and photos. An important part of specialist training 
evaluation was the so–called demonstration (modelling) in which 
the specialist had to show his ability to apply theoretical knowledge 
in practice through direct contact with the object for caring, a tree. 

The examination was completed with practical tree work using rope 
techniques or a lifting platform.

German experts Bodo Siegert, head of Nuernberger Schule, who 
has implemented an ETW certification programme in Germany 
for almost 10 years, and Frank Rinn, Rinntech CEO, monitored 
the exam. European colleagues were impressed by the great 
organization of the preparation and the exam. 

Frank Rinn and Bodo Siegert highlighted the responsible attitude 
of the candidates to the issues of safety and concern for wood 
preservation. Safety is the fundamental principle of of the EAC 

certification program; safety of tree care actions for the surrounding 
space and, of course, for the tree itself, and a thoughtful approach 
to work performance in relation to the specialist's safety.

The candidates successfully completed all stages of the examination, 
with 16 becoming the first specialist ETWs in Russia. Nine candidates 
confirmed their qualification with the help of rope technique and 
lifting platform; seven by means of the lifting platform. 

Candidates demonstrating their knowledge.

The first ETW certification in Russia in October 2014

The successfully certified ETWs with their examiners
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Jochum Bax, Chairman
Josef Grábner, 1st Vice–Chairman
Jonathan Cocking 
William Matthews
Glen Read
Marek Siewniak 
Tomislav Vitković 

3–5 June 2016 in Switzerland
more details later in 2015

Germany: 10 ETW certifications in 6 
certification centres 
Sweden: 3 ETW certifications in 2 
certification centres
Belgium: 2 ETW certifications in 
cooperation of 2 certification centres
Italy: 2 ETW certifications in 2 
certification centres
Netherlands: 2 ETW certifications
Austria: 1 ETW certification
Czech Republic: 1 ETW certification
Denmark: 1 ETW certification
Norway: 1 ETW certification
Poland: 1 ETW certification
Russia: 1 ETW certification 

Germany: 3 ETT certifications in 2 
certification centres
Netherlands: 2 ETT certifications
France: 1 ETT certification
Italy: 1 ETT certification
Poland: 1 ETT certification
Spain: 1 ETT certification

  Anouncement AGM 2016

  The EAC Executive Committee

  ETW Exams in 2014

  ETT Exams in 2014

The candidates were awarded certificates and ID cards in the Moscow regional Duma on 
19th December 2014. 

Website of the European Tree Worker certification in Russia: etw–certificate.ru
                             
Sergey Palchikov, President of NPSA, is member of several expert boards on matters of 
conservation and restoration of woody vegetation, participating in work on developing 
industry standards in legislation. 

Among the Partnership's plans is the expansion of activities in other regions of Russia, 
creation of a branch network of educational centres in the Volga region, Siberia and the Far 
East, as well as the Republic of Crimea. 

Unfortunately, very little was known previously about the EAC activities in Russia – until 
quite recently, there was not a single publication on the Russian–language internet 
concerning the work of that body. As a member of the EAC, Zdorovy Les, with its reputation 
as a reliable and competent association in Russia, breaks fresh ground. Recently, in 
consequence of Zdorovy Les’s PR campaign, the Russian–speaking public has become aware 
of what the EAC does to improve specialist qualifications and standards adopted in Europe. 
Zdorovy Les considers it a very important task to further inform about EAC activities and 
to strengthen ties of Russian specialists with this organization. There are all the necessary 
prerequisites for a fruitful cooperation, and initial results have already confirmed this. 

Awarding ceremony in the Moscow regional Duma
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National Reports
  Report from Austria

1. Resignation of Austrian representative
Gerhard Sulzberger tenders his resignation as representative of 
Austria; Michael Bazant will be the new representative. Contact 
details to follow.

2. Summary of ALB (Asian long–horned beetle) in Austria
In Gallsbach, a small community in Upper Austria, we have had 
a quarantine zone since 2013. Extermination is continuing, with 
the local government and the BFW (Federal Research and Training 
Centre for Forests, Natural Hazards and Landscape).

The situation in Austria:
Between 2014 and 2015, 1.374 containers have been checked. In 
44 cases (8%), there were complaints, at 38 infestations with living 
stages of long–horned beetles, Anoplophora glabripennis including 
Trichoferus campestris and Apriona germari. The minimum control 
rate depends on the product category at 90%, or 15% of all items 
to be cleared.

3. 1000canker disease
At the moment we have a suspected case of 1000canker disease in 
Upper Austria, and this invasive diseases may spread further and 
become a problem for Austrian walnut farmers.

4. Ophiostoma novo–ulmi
The death of the elms has been accepted as inevitable in Austria 
and it was therefore advised not to promote elms in the forest.

5. Oak processionary moth
The oak processionary moth brought hundreds of children out in 
rashes, although it is often confused with fifth disease. The Medical 
University of Vienna has launched a major research project.

Gerhard Sulzberger, ISA Austria

  Report from Estonia

During 2013, the number of members grew from 40 to 47. The 
activities of the Estonian Arboricultural Society (EAS) in 2014 were 
as follows:

• Informing the community of good tree maintenance practices 
and necessity of tree care;

• Improving the qualification of members;

• Focussing on north–eastern Estonia, where the basic method of 
tree care is still tree topping;

• Expansion of international cooperation.

All these principles are applied to improve tree maintenance and 
reduce mistakes made while maintaining trees. We prioritize the 
importance of proper management of young trees.

To promote modern tree care practices, the EAS organized two 
seminars on urban trees, in Tallinn and Tartu. In addition, there 
were two seminars in Luua Forestry School, the main provider of 
arboriculture education in Estonia. One workshop was organized 
in Jõhvi (Ida–Viru county in north–eastern Estonia). The goal was 
to educate government officials responsible for tree maintenance, 
because the quality of work depends on defining the work criteria.
 
To improve the qualification of EAU members and enhance 
cooperation, the Society organized summer workshop for 
arborists July 7–10, 2014. This was held on the Muhumaa and 
Saaremaa islands. The motto of the seminar was "Learning from 
the masters!“ Since many urban trees are damaged as a result of 
improper maintenance, one of the most discussed topics was the 
management of trees with damaged crowns. Arborist Tiit Pajuste, 
who has often had to prune trees with damaged crowns, shared 
his experiences. The guest speaker was Edgars Neilands, a Latvian 
arborist from tree care company Labie Koki, who has also been 
involved in the reconstruction of damaged tree crowns. During 
the summer seminar, dendrological knowledge was disseminated 
further at the Audaku arboretum. We evaluated the condition of the 
famous Orissaare oak; the tree was recognized as durable – it later 
became European Tree of the Year 2015. 

One of the biggest EAS events was the seminar organized at the 
Anija mansion, where the subject was the veteranisation of an old 
tree, and a practical demonstration was carried out.

EAS members have participated in various international seminars 
and the knowledge acquired is also shared with other members 
of the association. For example, some members participated in 
workshop on structural soil in Copenhagen. Another group of 
arborists went to Helsinki to see planting trees in structural soil. 
Members have also participated in events of the Finnish arborists.

Estonia has most concerns regarding the northeast region, 
particularly Narva, although the situation is also improving there. 
In the past, tree topping was considered normal and the only way 
of pruning trees. Now Narva has witnessed the arrival of modern 
tree care practices, so the Luua Forestry School organized a special 
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  Report from Finland

The year 2014 was, as usual, an active year for Suomen Puunhoidon 
Yhdistys ry (SPY, Finnish Tree Care Association). Currently we have 
235 members; President Sami Kiema directs the board.

Arboricultural seminars and workshops
Several successful seminars and workshops were arranged during 
the year:

• Annual Arboricultural Seminar in Dipoli, near Helsinki, on 28 
November, with the main theme “From seedlings to mature trees 
– challenges for young urban trees.” Several national speakers 
gave presentations; the main speaker was Oliver Bühler from 
Denmark. Around 160 participants were present.

• A training workshop for tree climbers in Helsinki on 12 February 
with around 30 people.

• The national tree–climbing championship competition near 
Hämeenlinna on 23–24 May with 19 participants.

• A basic tree risk assessment training course for gardeners and 
foresters in co–operation with Finnish Landscape Industries (VYL) 
in Helsinki on 1 October and in Turku on 5 November.

Professional trips
A professional trip to Hamburg and Lübeck, Germany, took place 
on 25–29 September. Several interesting places and sites were 
visited, such as the municipal tree care system and DED control in 
Hamburg, the Baumpflege Bollmann GmbH company and the huge 

Lorentz von Ehren nursery. Altogether 20 members joined the trip.
Several trips with focus on urban tree species were arranged in 
Helsinki, Turku and Tampere during the summer.

A trip focussing on tree–decaying fungi was arranged in the 
Ruissalo urban forest, Turku, on 11 October, with 23 participants.

Education
Arboricultural education is improving steadily. Two training centres 
in Livia (near Turku), and Hyria (in Hyvinkää) provide the business 
with new and skilled members.

Updating our national training system for arborists started during 
2014 and finished in early 2015.
International contacts

SPY is a full member of the EAC and an Associate Organization (AO) 
of the ISA (International Society of Arboriculture). Three climbers 
were supported to represent Finland in ETCC competition in Poland.

Projects
Web pages were extensively modified and updated and can be 
found on www.suomenpuunhoidonyhdistys.fi. There is also a 
Facebook group.

Updated national instructions for all infrastructural work were 
updated during 2014 (InfraRYL2014). This also contains all 
construction work norms related to urban trees.

A national project dealing with new tree pests and diseases started 
in late 2014. Government support is provided with municipal input. 

Aki Männistö, Finnish Tree Care Association

course for arborists from eastern Estonia, in Russian. Even though 
not everyone completed it, six students received a diploma and four 
students passed the arborist professional certification exam. Since 
their job is primarily to break old beliefs, they then need the support 
of the EAS (to which two of these certified arborists belong). 
Particular focus is on maintaining young trees, in order to avoid 
repeating old mistakes.

International cooperation with arborists of other countries is not 
a goal in itself but a way of developing tree care to ensure the 
sustainability of the trees and that of habitats provided by trees. 
Of course, it is also important for arborists to create and maintain 
a safe environment for people. The exchange of experiences and 
discussing problems allow our partners and us to achieve this goal. 

In the name of developing relationships and facilitating 
cooperation, two members of EAS attended the EAC 2014 AGM 
in Frankfurt. At this event, we promised to hold the next annual 
meeting in Estonia, so welcome to Tallinn on 19–21 June 2015. 

Mare Maran, Eesti Arboristide Ühing MTÜ  

  Report from Germany

At association level, the Interessenvertretung Deutsche Baumpflege 
(IDB) welcomed its members – BGL–Arbeitskreis Baumpflege, 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Neue Baumpflege, Fachverband geprüfter 
Baumpfleger, Lehranstalt für Gartenbau und Floristik Großbeeren, 
Qualitätsgemeinschaft Baumpflege, Baumsanierung, Staatliche 
Lehr– und Versuchsanstalt für Gartenbau Heidelberg – to Augsburg, 
where the AGM took place on 5–7 May, 2015. It was agreed to 
adopt a document drafted by the IDB on the importance of species 
protectionon a short–term basis in order to have a uniform position 
at national level.

Work on the new ZTV–Baumpflege (regulations on additional 
technical contract terms in tree care) is slowly taking shape. A 
preliminary version (yellow print) should be published in the first 
half of 2016. The regulations have been substantially revised. 
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Special emphasis is placed on species protection and maintenance 
of young trees. Besides, numerous passages that even date back to 
"tree surgery" as being practiced in the past, no longer meet today's 
state of the art, and were therefore eliminated.

Unfortunately, tree diseases are gaining ever greater prominence in 
Germany. Measurable success was achieved, thanks to consistent 
monitoring and management of the oak processionary moth.

Less positive is the situation of the Asian long–horned beetle. 
In Munich, Bonn and in Magdeburg, increased infestation has 
been found, and the maple population is particularly threatened. 
Likewise, the sooty bark disease, occurring on maples, causes severe 
problems in parts of Germany.

Other issues of concern are Pseudomonas bacteria affecting 
chestnuts or the phytophthora fungus.

Looking back over last year, we would especially like to thank Jan 
Goevert and the city of Frankfurt am Main for the very successful 
EAC AGM. We wish this year's 25th EAC AGM in Tallinn in June 
good luck and every success.

Michael Hartmann, Interessenvertretung Deutsche Baumpflege (IDB)

  Report from Italy

ETT Certification 
SIA, the Italian Arboricultural Society, is a volunteer association 
whose aim is to develop and promote urban tree care as a 
professional activity, highlighting the benefits and advantages of 
correct work on ornamental trees.

In Italy's green industry, the main problem has always been the lack 
of clear understanding of what is “correct” tree care, and what a 
professional should do (or not). Tree topping is still a huge problem 
in our country.

When the EAC Leonardo program started in 2001, SIA immediately 
decided to participate in the project and begun to certify European 
Tree Workers in 2002. The goal was to fill a gap by helping private 
and (most of all) public tree owners to meet the best professionals on 
the market. A recognized certification, and especially a European one, 
where rules and criteria are shared and which is homogeneous with 
other countries, was the favourable instrument to do so – and still is.

In 2010, as the new European Tree Technician certification was 
launched, SIA begun setting up this certification too, with the first 
examination taking place that December, when four candidates 
succeeded. Since then, ETT certification exams have been organized 
by SIA in 2011, 2013, 2014 and again in March 2015.

So far, 15 ETT certificate holders have passed the SIA examination, 
while others were certified by a private centre. Taking into account 
the increasing interest in certified professionals, and recent 
opportunities to promote the abilities of certified arborists (both 
ETW and ETT) in public works, SIA is planning a new session of 
examinations before the end of 2015 (November⁄December).
As long as SIA is a volunteer association, we are working to 
improve a general scenario in which well–trained tree workers will 
be positively valued. ETW and ETT certifications are an important 
instrument in doing so, and we hope that in the future they will be 
paired by a national certification credential (similar to that in other 
European countries).

Another key feature in SIA certification is that SIA does not 
provide any preparation courses for the candidates, especially 
in the ETT certification. We believe that the individual ability to 
study, understand, and practice arboriculture is a fundamental 
requirement for the candidate to pass the ETT examination. 

ETW Certification 
Since 2012, SIA has used the Scuola Agraria del Parco di Monza (one 
of the most renowned national training schools for gardening and 
arboriculture) as a certification centre for the ETW and ETT sessions 
of examinations, which allows SIA to carry out the examinations in its 
historic park and … have meals in its nice canteen! 

In spring 2014, ETT and ETW examinations took place; seven ETWs 
succeeded. During the last session of ETW examinations in spring 
2015, again with the ETT session, another eight ETWs succeeded. 
Usually less than half succeed at the first attempt, but many of 
those succeed the second time. Currently there are about 50 Italian 
ETWs – up to date with renewals – of which almost all are tree 
climbers. 

In the last two years, many ETWs have decided to recertify, thus 
reversing a negative trend since 2005, when ETWs – given the lack 
of real benefits, and in the face of rising costs of recertification – 
often decided to give up. 

We suspect that the end of the agreement with ISA, allowing 
transfers from ETW certification into the ISA Certified Arborist 
program, could have a negative influence in the future, with a 
reduction of ETW candidates.

At national level, even though there is a lack of laws and regulations 
on the employment of certified arborists, ever more municipalities 
ask for ETW and ETT arborists. This is a good sign, which makes us 
more optimistic. On the other hand, private clients frequently have 
very little or no culture of good tree care and ask for a cheap, easy 
job, not for quality. 

Stefania Gasperini, SIA – Società Italiana di Arboricoltura
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  Report from Lativa

Action
In September 2014, 26 students started their full– and part–time 
arboriculture studies at Ērgļi vocational secondary school. A large 
percentage of last year’s graduates now work as arborists in various 
Latvian companies and municipalities.

A 160–hour training course for tree care work organizations in 
municipalities started in October, in which eight people from 
different regions of Latvia enrolled. Its aim is to promote an 
understanding of the importance of tree care, work planning and 
labour costs.

The Arborist Championship 2015
The Arborist Championship 2015 took place in the city of Smiltene, 
about 140 km from Riga, on 10–12 July. Arborists from Latvia and 
the Baltic States demonstrated their professional skills by trying 
to complete all six tasks. In these three days, arborists not only 
competed for the title but also shared experiences and new trends, 
spending time with colleagues, friends and families. 

Latvian Arborist Association Annual Meeting                              
In November 2014, Jelgava City elected five new board members 
and the chair. The Latvian arborist association is growing and now 
has 40 members. Its main activities are oriented towards starting to 
work with the national tree care standard, identifying the branch’s 
resources and capacities, starting ETW certification and organizing 
seminars, the championship and improving the web content (www.
kokiem.lv). 

Arborists provide rescue training for firefighters                                           
Teachers from Ērgļi vocational secondary school, in collaboration 
with the National Rescue Service, organized a second training 
course (40 hours) for firefighters on June 1–5. Eight participants 
from different regions and brigades acquired experience in climbing 
equipment usage, work position achievement, positioning in the 
tree and rescue. This cooperation will be continued in future.

Arborist business activities                                             
2015 has been a busy year for arboricultural companies, regardless 
of whether they are growing in number. Ever more Latvian 
municipalities and individuals have understood the necessity of 
arboriculture and the quality of the work. In several municipalities, 
there is a need for ETW qualification.

Andris Spaile, Chairman of the Latvian arborist association 

  Report from The Netherlands

Impression of the industry
The market is getting slightly better. The reduction of taxes (VAT) 
from 21% to 6% for the private market ended on 1 July 2015, 
which had been a great help during the recession. The request for 
qualified staff (ETW and ETT) is slowly growing again. However, it is 
an increasing problem to interest young adults (16–20 years), and 
the question remains how to make our profession more “sexy”. Job 
ability is a great opportunity, but working with your hands is not.

Pest and diseases
Ash dieback (Chalara fraxinea) is starting to be a problem. It has 
now occurred all through the Netherlands. Research with help from 
Leonardo (Jitze Kopinga is involved from the Netherlands) gives 
some hope for finding possible species that can survive. 

Massaria has been present in our country for a few years and is 
ever increasing. But in fact just a few cases were reported about 
really large branches breaking off a Platanus. We manage them 
by a normal visual tree assessment (once every three years). Only 
old Platanus trees and those with branches already broken off are 
controlled more frequently.

The biggest problems with diseases in trees in the Netherlands 
are (now as before) Elm disease (DED) and the “chestnut bleeding 
disease.” Researchers have been unable to find any treatment till 
now. Approximately 50%–60% of all the chestnuts have been more 
or less infected, while Elm disease is more or less under control. 
Every year 0.5%–3% of the elms disappear as a result of this 
disease. Fortunately, there is a trend to plant elms again, especially 
those which cannot become infected and Ulmus laevis. So there is 
an Ulmus arboretum again in Amsterdam where elms are growing 
very well.

Procession caterpillars have grown in numbers, and now cover the 
whole country. They can be controlled by a good management 
system and biological treatments.

We see a lot of problems in a number of new diseases that have to 
be faced in the coming years. This includes the Agripillus coming 
into Europe by transport from, for example, China. We believe 
a European system should be set up, and we think this is an 
opportunity for the EAC to be the leading organization! 

Education, Recertification and Training
Unless we can number around 1,000 European Tree Workers, there 
will still be a shortage. The demand for the ETW certificate is still 
growing, and ever more customers (mostly government–related) 
request ETWs to do a job, also in competitions. 
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On behalf of the EAC EC and the CQM Working Group, the Dutch association 
started with recertifications in relation to a quality point system. This 
pilot project has so far been a big success. We are talking with insurance 
companies to lower their fees for health– and accident insurance. Thanks to 
the recertification system, they are beginning to give (much) cheaper quotes.

The introduction of the ETT has been going very well. There is an increasing 
number of candidates and a demand for them. At this stage, many 
candidates are even more interested in the classes and the examination than 
in the certificate. They want to learn and talk about their knowledge. Today 
there are about 170 ETT certificate holders in the Netherlands.

A third party in the education and examination is the even faster–growing 
group of certified tree–risk assessors. There are 1,500 people trained and 
examined in assessing and registering safety problems with trees. It is now 
widely accepted that this group is legally competent in the risk assessment of 
trees. 

ISA–KPB (www.KPB–ISA.nl)
The Dutch chapter of the ISA is still doing very well, with more than 950 
members at this moment. As in every year, they organize the Dutch climbing 
competition and six workshop⁄study meetings on Saturdays throughout the 
year. 

VHG (www.vhg.org)
The VHG–Vakgroep Boomspecialisten (Dutch organisation for tree care 
companies and specialists) is now a member of the very large association of 
gardeners and green keepers. They are one of five interest groups in the VHG. 
The VHG–Vakgroep Boomspecialisten manages the whole range of tree care 
and also the interests of the EAC in the Netherlands, focussing on the quality 
of companies and their services, the required education–level and politics.

NVTB (www.boomtaxateur.nl)
The Dutch Association of Tree Appraisal and Valuation has made a big 
step forward in the system of evaluating the monetary aspects of trees and 
damages. They have 50 active members.

Harold Schoenmakers, VHG–Vakgroep Boomspecialisten 

  Report from Poland

In 2014, the Polish Arboricultural Council (PAC) began its official statutory 
activities. A group of specialists is working together to reach its main aim: a 
higher professional level of tree care in Poland. During the meetings of the 
Council, we focussed on our targets for each year and for the future.
 
In Poland, the European Tree Technician certification was organized in 
March 2014 for the first time. The examination took place in Centrum 
Dendrologiczne in Pawlowice, near Warsaw. Eight candidates took part, all 
of whom passed. The supervisor was Christian Nellen who gave us a positive 
appraisal. 
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 In 2014, the members of PAC helped with the organization and worked as 
trainers during the European Tree Worker course (August) and after that 
as examiners on the ETW certification session (September) carried out by 
Centrum Dendrologiczne. The course and examination took place in Olsztyn, 
north–eastern Poland. 20 candidates participated in the preparation course 
and the certification. Supervisor Dietrich Kusche gave us positive credits. 

In 2015 we would also like to assist in the next European Tree Worker course.
 
In May 2014, specialists from the Council assisted in the organization of 
the nationwide students workshop in Krakow about green areas in the 
city, especially on the allotments, and worked as trainers and tutors. The 
workshop for over 120 students of landscape architecture, architecture, 
spatial management, and urban planning was organized by two student 
scientific organizations, Abroris and Kolo Polityki Regionalnej, from Krakow 
University of Technology and Krakow University of Economics. Specialists 
gave professional presentations of tree pruning and planting in accordance 
with EAC regulations at ETW level. It was helpful for students to create new 
concepts for working and planed allotments.

Also in May 2014, specialists from the Polish Arboricultural Council were 
invited to a city seminar focussing on greenery conditions in Krakow, one year 
after Krakow received the ECOT Award.

Back in January 2014, the members of PAC helped with organization and 
training during the workshop on “Static Integrated Assessment“ in Szczecinek, 
Western Pomerania, carried out by Centrum Dendrologiczne. 12 participants 
attended the workshop. The next workshop on this subject took place in 
November 2014 in Ladek Zdroj, in the Sudetenland, with eight participants.

Another important statutory activity of PAC is arboricultural and arboristic 
consulting. Municipal offices, the town garden office and private people often 
make use of our tips.

Members of PAC are actively involved in the work of the International 
Working Group Static Integrated Measurement (SIM–GROUP).

In a new publication, Marek Siewniak and Margarita Siewniak highlighted 
two new guides for European Tree Workers, European Tree Technicians, and 
specialists interested in arboriculture and tree care: 

Pruning of trees, shrubs and climbers – Guide for 
professionals No.1

Planting and transplanting of trees 
and shrubs. Trees for cities in the 
time of climate changes – Guide for 
professionals No. 2

Marek Siewniak and Wojciech Bobek, Polish 
Arboricultural Council

Meeting of Polish Arboricultural Council on September 
2014 in Gloskow near Warsaw

European Tree Technician certification on 8 March 2014, 
Centrum Dendrologiczne, Pawlowice

European Tree Worker certification session on 27–28 
September 2014, Olsztyn.
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Veteran Mieszko. Ideas for securing the oldest oak of Warsaw. Framing by M Siewniak, 2014.

  Report from Spain

2014 was a crucial year for the AEA. The board and the secretary 
changed, which had many consequences. A new wind has been 
blowing and many activities have been initiated, including the 
modernization of our internet presence and magazine.

More organizations and associations in Spain are now focussing 
on trees. There is an increasing attention to them and their 
impact on our lives and environment. In the AEA, we welcome the 
development and we hope to use its energy for the best of our trees 
and our sector.

The economic crisis still continues to cause problems in the tree care 
industry (and every other). There is a lack of money in the public 
sector, which also effects arboriculture. It is important to be creative 
and see how we can propose ideas to improve the maintenance of 
trees in Spain.

Our most important activities in 2014 were:

• Our tree–climbing championship took place in May, with 
more than 20 participants. There were many spectators, also 
because of a variety of company stands offering a wide range of 
equipment and services.

• A very successful congress was held in Valencia in October, 
with many speakers and assistants. The central theme was the 
relationship between humans and trees.

• We had an ETW examination in spring (Tarragona) and an ETT 
certification in autumn (the second one in Terrassa); the number 
of certified arborists is growing slowly but steadily. 

• A large amount of work is being done to create an infrastructure 
where people can prepare themselves for the ETW and ETT 
exams. In order to achieve this, many courses and workshops are 
organized. The AEA is an active partner in the Leonardo da Vinci 
Project.

Plagues and diseases: Palm beetles are still a big problem for our 
palm trees. The most important one is Rhynchoforus ferrugineus, 
but Paysandisia archon also causes a lot of damage. No definitive 
solution has yet been found. The amount of pesticides needed for 
proper treatment is enormous.

We will keep on working for the best of our trees and palms.

Jochum Bax, Asociación Española de Arboricultura (AEA)
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  Austria
ISA Austria
phone: +43 17108725 
email: bazant@vlasitzundzodl.at
Michael Bazant–Hegemark

  Belgium
Belgium Arborists Associations ASBL
phone: +32 81627310
fax: +32 81227643
email: etw@baas–isa.be • Wim Peeters

  Bulgaria
Association of Professional Landscapers in 
Bulgaria
phone: +359 887208778
fax: +359 889860082
email: landscapers.bg@abv.bg • Bozhinel Hristov 
Bulgarian Arborist Association
phone: +359 884159622
email: info@bg–arbor.org • Dimitar Zahariev

  Croatia
Hrvatska udruga za Arborikulturu (HUA)
phone⁄fax: +38 512303693
hua.info@yahoo.com • Dr. sc. Milan Pernek

  Czech Republic
Spolecnost pro zahradni a krajinarskou 
tvorbu, obcanske sdruzeni (SZKT)
phone: +42 257324124
fax: +42 257323953
email:ivo.perina@seznam.cz • Ivo Perina

  Denmark
Dansk Traplejeforening
phone: +45 35281606
email: dtf@mail.dk • Robert Manning

  Estonia
Eesti Arboristide Ühing MTÜ 
phone: +37 253883303
email: maremarau@hotmail.com • Mare Maran 

  Finland
Suomen Puunhoidon Yhdistys ry (SPY)
phone: +35 8405877098
email: aki.mannisto@turku.fi • Aki Männistö

  Germany
Interessenvertretung Deutsche Baumpflege (IDB)
phone: +49 222477070

fax: +49 222477 07 77
email: w.gross@galabau.de • Wolfgang Gross

  Greece
Hellenic Association for Arboriculture
phone: +30 2108625182
fax: +30 2108657727
email: info@dendrokomia.gr •Minas Tsakiridis

  Italy
S. I. A. Società Italiana di Arboricoltura
phone⁄fax: +39 039325928
email: stlorenzi72@gmail.com
segreteria@isaitalia.org • Stefania Gasperini

  Latvia
Latvijas Kokkopju – Arboristu Biedrîba
phone: +371 29180371
email: andris.spaile@inbox.lv • Andris Spaile

  Lithuania
Lithuanian Arboricultural Center (LAC)
phone: +370 69988304
fax: +370 52762989
email: info@arboristai.lt • Algis Davenis

  Netherlands
VHG Vakgroep Boomverzorging
phone: +31 306595650
fax: +31 306595655
email: anders@boomtechnisch–advies.nl
Harold Schoenmakers

  Norway
Norsk Trepleie Forum
phone: +47 97605000 
email: glen@treesolutions.no • Glen J. Read

  Poland
Miedzynarodowe Towarzystwo Uprawy 
i Ochrony Drzew (MTUiOD)
phone⁄fax: +48 566926060
email: biuro@polskiedrzewa.pl • Jolanta Swinarska
Polish Arboricultural Council
phone: +48 227277328
email: m.siewniak@gmail.com • Marek Siewniak

  Russia
Guild of Professionals in Landscape
Industry of Russia (GIPLI)
phone: +7 4956902864
fax: +7 4952906588

email: gipli@yandex.ru • Galina Lesaeva
Zdorovy Les NPSA
phone: +7 10495 7206540
fax: +7 104959261075
email: info@zles.ru • Sergey Palchikov

  Serbia
Society of Landscape Horticulture of Serbia
phone: +381 113053899
email: milka.glavendekic@sfb.bg.ac.rs
Milka Glavendekić

  Slovakia
ISA Slovensko
phone: +421 905421966
email: office@isa–arbor.sk • Tomas Frano

  Spain
Asociación Española de Arboricultura (AEA)
phone⁄fax: +34 615418656
email: jochumbax@gmail.com • Jochum Bax 

  Sweden
Svenska Trädföreningen
phone: +46 761617099
email: info@tradforeningen.org • Ted Andersson

  Switzerland
Bund Schweizer Baumpflege
phone⁄fax: +41 617130819
email: verband@baumpflege–schweiz.ch
Katrin Joos

  United Kingdom
The Arboricultural Association
phone⁄fax: +44 1215568302
email: jon@icaac.com • Jonathan Cocking

  EAC Office
European Arboricultural Council e.V. (EAC)
Haus der Landschaft
Alexander–von–Humboldt–Str. 4
53604 Bad Honnef · Germany
Tel.: +49 2224770747
Fax: +49 2224770777
email: info@EAC–arboriculture.com
Secretary: Wolfgang Gross


